
 Composition and structural organization of hair lipids and their
influence on cosmetic treatments

The institute

The Institute for Advanced Chemistry of Catalonia (IQAC) is one of the research centers of
the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC). The Institute is located in Barcelona and it was
created in 2007 with the mission to perform research of excellence in Chemical Sciences with
the broad goal of improving the quality of  life. The general strategy to achieve this mission
involves  the  application  of  chemical  approaches  to  address  and  solve  societal  challenges,
mainly those related to human health, the sustainability of chemical processes and products,
and the needs for novel materials for different applications. Since its establishment, IQAC has
been in a permanent attitude to transfer its knowledge and technology results to the industrial
sector.

The research developed at IQAC is organized around two main nodes: Biological Chemistry
and  Nanobiotechnology and  it  is  facilitated  by  a  number  of  Key  Enabling  Technologies.
Considering the objectives pursued, many of the investigations carried out by the Research
Groups at IQAC lie at the intersection between nodes.

In addition, our Institute holds a set of scientific and technical facilities run by highly qualified
scientists and technical personnel with a solid background and long lasting expertise. These
facilities are available not only to IQAC research groups, but also to potential users from both
academia and private institutions. In any case, the technical services from IQAC are always
wide open to attend any inquiry and to offer their best efforts to find adequate responses to
specific needs.

The group

The main scientific activity of the  Cosmetic and Textile Innovations group focuses on the
study  of  cosmetic  and  textile  application  of  vehicles,  able  to  encapsulate  active  principles.
These lipid structures, such as liposomes, microspheres, etc., modulate the penetration of the
actives in the different substrates. The effectiveness of the topical application on skin or hair to
improve  the  hydration  and  skin  barrier  function,  lipid  peroxidation,  etc.  is  evaluated.
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Percutaneous absorption profile of these formulations after being applied directly to the skin or
through biofunctional textiles are also being studied.

The basic knowledge of hydrophilic-lipophilic  balance of  lipid-proteinaceous keratin systems,
such as wool, human hair and stratum corneum of human skin is also being explored. This
knowledge is essential to design formulations for industrial application in the textile, cosmetic
and dermopharmaceutic fields.

The role

The main objective will be to study how the organization of lipids (cuticle and cortex) changes
due to different cosmetic treatments such as coloring, whitening, smoothing, permanent, etc.

Dyeing, bleaching, straightening, etc. treatments will  be performed on Caucasian hair fibers.
Lipids will be extracted from the treated hair fibers and analyzed by TLC / FID. IR spectroscopy
will  be used to determine both the amount and structure of the lipids in the different  fibers
treated. The ATR-FTIR to give an idea of surface amounts of lipids in the fiber. But in order to
have more resolution and to discern between the lipids of the cortex, cuticle and medulla,  µ -
FTIR synchrotron microscopy will be used at ALBA.

What do we look for?

● Qualifications
Graduated in Chemistry, Pharmacy, Biothecnology…

● Professional experience
Desirable but not essential laboratory or informatics experience 

Good English knowledge required.

Working conditions

● Contract duration: 1 year, with possible extension working with a related subject
● Estimated  annual  gross  salary:  “Salary  will  commensurate  with  qualifications  and

experience” 
● Target start date: 1 December 2020, depending on the CSIC bag

How to apply?

Those  interested  may  email  their  CV and  motivation  letter to  Luisa  Coderch at
luisa.coderch@iqac.csic.es, adding “hair lipids contract” to the email subject.

Deadline: 15th November 2020
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